
Mysteries/Thrillers
If you love a good thriller or mystery, then we 

suggest these titles.
 

The Ink Black Heart                                                                                 F Gal
by Robert Galbraith
The cocreator of a cartoon is being threatened by a mysterious online
figure. When she ends up murdered, Robin and Cormoran are drawn into
a dark and complex web of deceit.

One Got Away                                                                                            F Lel
by S. A. Lelchuck
Part-time bookseller and private investigator, Nikki is asked to locate a
con-man who defrauded a wealthy matriarch.

The Bullet That Missed                                                                          F Osm
by Richard Osman
A decades old cold case threatens to be Elizabeth's demise in the latest
installment of the Thursday Murder Club.

All the Queen's Men                                                                                F Ben
by S. J. Bennett
Queen Elizabeth is hot on the trail of an art thief connected to the murder
of a staff member in Buckingham Palace.

Murder at Haven's Rock                                                                   F Arm
by Kelley Armstrong
Two members of Haven's Rock go missing, kicking off a series of
disappearances that confound Casey and her husband.

The Murder Book                                                                                  F Bil
by Mark Billingham
Thorne's past threatens to catch up to him and a ruinous secret will be
revealed as he searches for a killer. Latest in the Tom Thorne series.

The Rising Tide                                                                                   F Cle
by Anne Cleeves 
A group of friends has been meeting for reunions for fifty years. When one
ends up dead, Vera must uncover what the group has been hiding.

The Last House on the Street                                                           F Cha
by Diane Chamberlain
Kayla's new home is being targeted by vandals leaving threatening notes
that seem to be linked to her neighbor and the dark secrets regarding the
property.
  

Finlay Donovan Jumps the Gun                                                            F Cos
by Elle Cosimano
Mob boss Feliks tasks Finlay to find the person contracted to kill him,
requiring he r to go undercover at a citizen's police academy. 

The Butterfly House                                                                           F Eng
by Katrine Engberg
When patients start dying in unusual ways at a Danish hospital,
investigators Korner and Werner are thrust into a dangerous situation.

Wicked Dreams                                                                                  F Jac
by Lisa Jackson 
A washed up body means the return of a monster from Ravinia's past and
her time with an extraordinary group of women called the Colony. 
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Psychological 

The Disinvited Guest                                                                            F Goo
by Carol Goodman
Having survived Covid, Lucy and her husband are quick to seek refuge on
his family's private island when a new virus surfaces with deadly
consequences. 

The Family Remains                                                                              F Jew
by Lisa Jewell 
Three connected mysteries bring three very different people together as
they search for answers.

Who is Maud Dixon?                                                                             F And
by Alexandra Andrews
How far would you go to get the life you believe should be yours? Darkly
comedic and thrilling. 

The Blackhouse                                                                                      F Joh
by Carole Johnstone
Convinced that a man was murdered 25 years prior, Maggie returns to
the island where it all happened.

The Maidens                                                                                    F Mic
by Alex Michaelides
One therapist's obsession spirals out of control when a member of a
secret society, devoted to their professor, is found murdered. 

The Favor                                                                                                  F Fre
by Nicci French
Things go horribly wrong for one woman who agrees to do a favor for
her first love - a small thing that turns into a murder investigation. 

The Patient                                                                                             F Dew
by Jasper Dewitt
A cocky psychiatrist gets in over his head when he attempts to diagnose
and cure a mysterious and dangerous patient.

The Zero Night                                                                                         F Fre
by Brian Freeman
In this lastest installment, Stride investigates a kidnapping that may be
part of a larger scheme.

Never Saw Me Coming                                                                         F Kur
by Vera Kurian
Taking part in a clinical study with other psychopaths like herself, Chloe
finds herself going from hunter to prey when the study turns deadly.

The End of Her                                                                                        F Lap
by Shari Lapena
A happy marriage turns dark when the past threatens to destroy their
family.

The Vacation                                                                                         F Log
by T. M. Logan
Trapped on the perfect vacation, four best friends confront each other's
secrets when an affair and possibly a killer is revealed.

The Villa                                                                                                    F Haw
by Rachel Hawkins
A reunion between two friends turns deadly as they uncover the deadly
legacy of the Villa.

The Lamplighters                                                                                      F Sto
by Emma Stonex
The keepers of the lighthouse vanished without a trace twenty years ago.
Now, their wives are seeking answers in this suspenseful novel.

Don't Look For Me                                                                                    F Wal
by Wendy Walker
A hair-raising tale of one daughter's search for her mother who
supposedly abandoned her family.

We Run the Tides                                                                                      F Vid
by Vendela Vida
After witnessing maybe a horrible act, best friends Eulabee and Maria's
lives are forever changed when Maria suddenly disappears. 

My Darling Husband                                                                                 F Bel
by Kimberly Belle
Confronted by a masked intruder, Jade's life begins to unravel as she
discovers all of the secrets her seemingly perfect husband has hidden.

True Story                                                                                                  F Pet
by Kate Reed Petty
A ghostwriter must confront the one story she hasn't been able to tell:
what happened on the fateful night she can't remember.

Crime 

The Chestnut Man                                                                                    F Sve
by Soren Sveistrup
Detectives race to find a murderer whose calling card is handmade doll of
matchsticks and chestnuts.

The Heathens                                                                                          F Atk
by Ace Atkins
when their negligent mother returns with a new husband, a homicide
follows and the kids hit the road bringing the law chasing after.

The Devil and the Dark Water                                                                F Tur
by Stuart Turton
Samuel Pipps, the world's greatest detective is about to be exectuted for
a crime he may or may not have committed. On a ship bound for
Amsterdam, strange occurrences abound.

Hid From Our Eyes                                                                                   F Spe
by Julia Spencer-Fleming
Young women in party dresses are found murdered in a spree spanning
fifty years. Latest in the Fergusson/Van Alstyne mysteries. 

Say You're Sorry                                                                                       F Ros
by Karen Rose
A serial killer is tormenting the women of Sacremento and he is
determined to find the one that got away.
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